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Chapter Abstracts 

Ch 1. The Mind’s Construction: An Introduction to Mindreading in Shakespeare 

Helms presents cognitive theories of mindreading as a set of tools with which literary 
critics can analyze Shakespeare’s characters. Mindreading is the human ability to attribute mental 
states to others: emotions, beliefs, and plans of action. Beginning with “the art to find the mind’s 
construction in the face” from Macbeth, Helms tracks inference and imagination in Shakespeare, 
using the language of mindreading to analyze moments of misreading. Shakespeare manipulates 
these mechanics of misreading to cultivate an early modern audience for his plays, an audience 
that can track the fictional minds of his character and that continues to contemplate the moral 
ramifications of such characters even after leaving the playhouse. Misreading fuels Shakespeare’s 
popular appeal and the enduring effect his works have had upon modern and early modern culture.                                                    

Ch 2. Reading the Mind: Cognitive Science and Close Reading 

Helms enters the debate about the usefulness of character criticism, joining critics such as 
Michael Bristol, Jessica Slights, and Paul Yachnin in arguing for a criticism that considers 
characters as if they were real people living in recognizable worlds. Mindreading is the human 
ability to look at a person or a literary character and contemplate what that person is thinking, 
feeling, and planning. Drawing particularly on the work of Simon Baron-Cohen and Alvin 
Goldman, Helms reviews contemporary cognitive science and the philosophy of mind to identify 
two methods of mindreading: inference (the theory-theory of mindreading) and imagination (the 
simulation theory of mindreading). Helms adds to this conversation by applying cognitive science 
to discussions of character in Shakespeare’s The Rape of Lucrece.  

 
3. Inferring the Mind: Parasites and the Breakdown of Inference in Othello 

Helms focuses on inference in Shakespeare’s Othello, analyzing the ways Iago uses 
inference to understand others and to mask his own mental states, also known as levels of 
intentionality. Inference is a powerful tool for predicting human behavior based upon general 
principles, but as those principles are applied to more and more complex cases inference can 
overload the mind and lead to misreading. Reading the minds of others can be a form of parasitism, 
a cognitive adaptation Lisa Zunshine describes as “promiscuous, voracious, and proactive.” Helms 
reads Iago as a social parasite, tracking the development of the parasite character type in 
Machiavelli’s La Mandragola, Jonson’s Volpone, and Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi. 

4. Imagining the Mind: Empathy and Misreading in Much Ado About Nothing 

Using Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing, Helms describes how imagination breaks 
down in complex social situations where multiple individual perspectives must be imagined 
simultaneously. To circumvent this difficulty, characters rely on the empathic connection they 
have with others, and overconfidence in that empathy leads to misreading. Recent criticism has 
focused on the inferential errors that Claudio makes when he misinterprets Hero’s blush in act 
four. Drawing on theories of cognitive ecology and the embodied, embedded, and extended mind, 
Helms shifts the focus of the discussion from misinterpretation of facts to misreading of emotions, 
arguing that Claudio’s trouble is not external—social forces or erroneous impressions—but 



internal; Claudio follows the tide of imagination, failing to combine inferential distance with his 
own readings of others.  

5. Integrating Minds: Blending Methods in The King Is Alive and Twelfth Night 

Through Levring and Jensen’s The King is Alive and Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, Helms 
discuss two ways to integrate inference and imagination. The King is Alive—an appropriation of 
King Lear—exemplifies a story where inference frames strongly imaginative character building. 
Twelfth Night illustrates how inference and imagination might be integrated through Mark 
Johnson’s theory of conceptual blending: in the case of Duke Orsino, inference and imagination 
can blend together to produce ambiguity and surprise. A reading of Orsino could be wholly 
imaginative (focusing on his melancholy) or wholly inferential (focusing on his social role and 
authority as Duke). When Orsino threatens to kill Cesario in the final act, these two interpretations 
suddenly combine into one via conceptual blending, the combination of discrete inputs into a 
coherent, gestalt-like whole. 

6. Finding the Frame: Inference in Romeo and Juliet 

Karsten Stueber has argued that inferences can frame acts of imagination, the two methods 
working in concert to enable mindreading. For Shakespeare’s plays focused on decay—Antony 
and Cleopatra, Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet—the early modern theory of spontaneous generation is 
an important frame for imaginative mindreading. Romeo and Juliet, for instance, each make 
pivotal decisions based upon their understanding of how decay functions, as a process immanent 
and imminent at the point of death. Helms brings together recent work in animal studies and in 
cognitive ecology to consider the affects that animal (and insect) life have upon human cognition. 
Understanding the choices Shakespeare’s characters make can require setting aside one’s own 
contemporary theories of decay and inferentially adopting theirs, thinking through the lives of 
carrion flies alongside the lives of these young lovers. 

7. Reading Incoherence: How Shakespeare Speaks Back to Cognitive Science 

Helms argues that Shakespeare’s plays enable a balance of inference and imagination that 
lets readers contemplate states of mind outside the neurotypical realm of experience, such as early 
modern madness. Contemporary cognitive science has shown difficulty conceptualizing non-
normative modes of thought, particularly those the field classifies as “empathy deficit disorders,” 
such as autism, psychopathy, and sociopathy. While theories of mindreading can break down in 
the face of such modes of thought, Shakespeare deliberately pursues such difficult cases of 
mindreading. Fletcher and Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen depicts the mad as opaque to 
society, inaccessible to inference or imagination alone. Incoherence operates similarly in King 
Lear, a play where Shakespeare omits explicit motivations for his characters’ actions, crafting 
easily misread minds that catalyze his play’s conflicts and moral dilemmas. 

8: Mindreading as Engagement: Active Spectators and “The Strangers’ Case” 

Helms argues that mindreading is an engaged process for readers and spectators, for they 
risk becoming implicated in the creation of characters. While much mindreading can occur 
automatically and unconsciously, both inference and imagination draw upon the mindreader’s own 
knowledge and experiences to flesh out the target of mindreading. As such, all literary characters 
are constructed, in part, from a mindreader’s own mind. Helms illustrates this engagement through 
Shakespeare’s “The Strangers’ Case,” a monologue that Shakespeare added to Munday and 



Chettle’s Sir Thomas More. In the monologue, Thomas More uses inference and imagination to 
persuade a riotous, xenophobic crowd of Londoners to lay down their weapons and adopt the 
perspectives of the strangers in their city. Shakespeare depicts the power of mindreading to quell 
strife and to promote compassionate thought. 

 


